Abstract-In this study, we investigated the cooperative and non-cooperative models of stereopsis on apparent movement of the short-range process using spatial frequency filtered random-dot cinematograms. Our results showed that when spatial frequencies were below 4 cycles/degree, maximum displacement (dmax) was decreasing (linearly) with increasing mean frequencies, but at 4 cycles/degree and above dmax stayed constant. For low frequencies, non-cooperative models such as Marr and Poggio's could explain these findings, but not for frequencies above 4 cycles/degree. However, in a previous study we found that the average cooperative neighbourhood for apparent movement of the short-range process is 15 arc min. This fortuitous agreement on 4 cycles/degree could suggest that dmax being constant at frequencies above 4 cycles is related to a cooperative process.
INTRODUCTION
When two random-dot images are presented in rapid succession, such that the two images are identical except that dots in the second image are uniformly displaced, then coherent movement can be seen. This is called a random-dot cinematogram (Julesz, 1971) .
The perceived motion in a random-dot cinematogram is different from classical apparent movement. In classical apparent movement, typically a single spot of light moves from one position to another, the distance between the two positions can be as large as 20°. However with random-dot cinematograms, it is unlikely that the distance can be that large, because a random-dot image contains thousands of identical black and white dots. The critical question is: How does the visual system match the corresponding dots between the two frames when a dot in the first frame can match any one of the nearby dots of the same intensity in the second image? In what way does the visual system distinguish one pairing from all the other possible pairings? It is obvious that the larger the displacement with more dots in between, the higher the probability of false matches. Therefore, in order to perceive coherent movement, the distance between the corresponding dots must be short, hence Braddick (1974) called it the 'short range process' (SRP) to distinguish it from the classical 'long range process' of apparent movement. In many ways a random-dot cinematogram is very similar to a random-dot stereogram. To perceive depth in random-dot stereograms, dots in one eye's view must find the correct match in the other eye's view. Julesz (1971) suggested that this matching process of individual dots to yield a global percept is a global process. Furthermore, he claimed that stereopsis of random-dot stereograms is not only global * Presented at the symposium on stroboscopic motion at The American Psychological Association Annual Convention, Toronto, September 1984. but cooperative as well. What do we mean by global and cooperative? Global processes refer to the collective processes of local units in an extended field. Global processes can be some kind of averaging, such as probability summation. A global process can be cooperative only if the many spatially adjacent local processes are coupled nonlinearly by excitatory and inhibitory interactions of neighbouring neurons.
Cooperative phenomena have been well known in physics for many years, but in psychology Fender and Julesz (1967) first showed a robust hysteresis phenomenon in human stereopsis of random-dot stereograms. Hysteresis is one of the manifestations of cooperative systems. Since then, many cooperative models of human stereopsis have been proposed (Julesz, 1970; Sperling, 1970; Dev, 1975; Nelson, 1975; Marr and Poggio, 1976) . One way to describe a cooperative process is to visualize many disparity tuned binocular neurons working together in a neighbourhood, looking at all possible pairings, and eliminating false matches by some excitatory and inhibitory interactions among cells. This occurs iteratively until the process converges to some stable state. However, in 1979, contrary to their previous cooperative model, Marr and Poggio (1979) proposed a non-cooperative model based on studies relating receptive field sizes to channel tuning. For example, in the four-channel model proposed by Wilson and Bergen (1979) , small receptive fields are tuned to high spatial frequencies and larger ones to low spatial frequencies.
In view of this information, Marr and Poggio stated that to eliminate false matches
[based on zero-crossings of the Logan theorem, (1977)] maximum disparity cannot exceed one-half the width of the receptive field. This simply means that corresponding dots in the two-eyes' view cannot be shifted more than the blob size in the image, where blob sizes are related to spatial frequencies. From this it follows that Marr and Poggio's non-cooperative model assumed that maximum disparity is linearly related to spatial frequencies in the image. On the other hand, the cooperative models of Julesz and others including the earlier model of Marr and Poggio made no such predictions.
'Maximum displacement' is the largest displacement for which the direction of movement can be correctly identified on 73% of the trials. ('Maximum disparity' is used for stereopsis of random-dot stereograms.)
Since random-dot cinematograms and random-dot stereograms have similar characteristics with respect to false matching problems, we chose to study the frequency dependence of maximum displacement in apparent movement of random-dot cinematograms. It is necessary that first we review a previous study on cooperative processes of short range movement perception (Chang and Julesz, 1984) , because the two studies are closely related such that the results from the previous study elucidate our present findings and vice versa.
COOPERATIVE PROCESSES IN SHORT-RANGE MOVEMENT PERCEPTION
In a previous study, we examined the interaction between adjacent areas (stripes) moving in opposite directions. The widths of the areas were varied in order to study the interaction among neighbouring neurons tuned to opposite directions of movement and its neural propagation. The stimulus contained alternate ambiguous and unambiguous horizontal random-dot stripes of equal width. The cooperative process was evaluated by noting that the unambiguous areas were able to reverse the perceived direction of the ambiguous areas. Thus all dots were seen unambiguously
